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Building “The Treehouse:”
Four Key Tips for a Successful Design Project
On a recent, late-summer day, growth acceleration firm Seed Strategy, a Burke company, held
a ribbon-cutting ceremony to mark the grand opening of their new office building designed by
Hixson. Seed’s path to this celebratory moment in time began as most projects do, through
a phone call with the Hixson team, followed by months of planning, design and construction.
And as with all Hixson projects, the four tips below were key to creating a successful project
outcome:
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1. Make the building and space reflective of who
you are as a company. “Seed has always valued the
importance of having a haven for creative exploration
and growth. We see this space as a destination for
inspiration, with the power to change perspectives
and leave a lasting impression of change for all who
enter.” This statement from Seed served as a focal
point during the Project Visioning session between
Hixson and Seed. Other foundational concepts also
bubbled to the surface, including the ideas of magic gardens, a sanctuary for the creative
spirit, and the treehouse – “a magical place where we can all reconnect to our inner child.”
Incorporating these elements into the design for Seed – including the building’s distinctive
shape – adds longevity and personalized character to the facility that fads would never be
able to achieve.
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2. Ensure the right people are consistently in the
room. As a creative firm, Seed Strategy brought many
ideas to the table about what they wanted from their
facility. Susan Jones, Seed’s CEO, President and
Founder, and Eric Scheer, Chief Strategy Officer for
Seed, and Jeff Miller of Burke were pivotal participants
on the project from start to finish…though not all client
executive team members play such an integral role on
projects. Regardless of your company’s preferred modus operandi, it is crucial to have the
right people in the room at the right times to keep projects “on point” and create a level of
ownership and communication in the project that is necessary for success.
3. Art must meet science eventually. “I’ve never been in
a building with this much glass before!” We’re hearing
that statement a lot from people who have been
inside the new Seed Strategy headquarters. Daylight,
streaming in from every angle, shines upon materials
that call to mind the treehouse theme. To make that
daylight work though, the science comes into play:
How do you enable all that glass, meet current energy
codes and maintain comfortable temperatures for the
occupants? Remember: Going outside the box creatively may require a great deal of thought
and, potentially, additional capital to make the science work. Fortunately, these essentials
were factored into the Seed project’s early cost estimates/budget.
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4. Fit for purpose is paramount. In the end, the building design must not be singularly aesthetic. It must be functional
as well. When Seed’s clients enter the facility, their arrival via an elevator to the top of the treehouse, and walkways
through the facility were a carefully curated part of the design/client teams’ planning process. All employees have their
own private offices for creative, highly purposeful, quiet work. Additionally collaboration-filled “camp out” spaces were
designed specifically to provide space for dreaming and brainstorming. Similar to our homes, the kitchen table at the
Seed Strategy headquarters is the heart of the facility…a place to gather, collaborate and share life.
Whether your next design project is a completely new building like that of Seed Strategy, or a re-design of an existing space,
remember these four key points to create your own distinct path to success.

